W2A --Programming Languages I pm Wednesday, February 21, 1973 10:30 am -12:45 Ipresidential West 4~2aA.Z An XPL-Based Extensible Language Oriented Towards Co m_2uter Graphics. KARL SCHANK, USAHSD SA_"--~ork in pr0gress is reported dealing wlth t~e design and implementation of an XPL-based extensible language. Ultimately it is hoped to use graphical extensions for computer graphics work and for work on a graphical language. Major new features introduced into XPL include operators defined in the source language hy the programmer, programmer-defined modes and structures, keyword-and-arguments macros, and multidimensional arrays. Better error handling and debugging ai4cs were also included.
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1.LJ~The Formal Definition of A Parameter Passing T~oamea. RICHARD E. FAIRLEY, Univ. of Colorado --l definition of the syntax and semantics of A Parameter Passing Language (APPL) is presented in this paper. APPL is a simple, nested structure language which permits the communication of parameters between a main program and a subroutine using call by reference, call by value, or call by name. The methodology and techniques of the Vienna Definition Language are used in the formalization of APPL. The syntactic definition of APPL consists of phrase structure grammars for concrete and abstract representations of valid APPL programs. The semantic definition of APPL is in terms of an abstract machine which interprets abstract programs. The machine specification consists of the machine state components and a transition function that maps states into successor states. The semantics of various parameter passing mechanisms is thus formalized as the sequence of machine states assumed by the abstract machine during the interpretation of abstract programs. The paper concludes with a discussion of the formal definition of APPL as a basis for verifying the correctness of APPL implementations.
~A
Description of TPL~ a Programming Language f.or Linguistic Analysis. ~ A. AMICO, Lehigh Univ.--special purpose COMIT-like interpretive programming language, designated TPL, is described with particular reference to considerations bearing on its design. TPL, a T3ee Processing Language, has been implemented on a CDC-6400 for natural language processing applications. Several features of TPL represent significant innovations over previously developed string and symbol manipulation languages. A TPL program consists of a set of sequentially executed rewrite rules which define productions or reductions on a fixed data area termed the workspace. The workspace data is structured in the form of a tree and consists of an unordered set of category symbols associated with each constituent node of the tree. A rule is composed of a label, a pattern matching section, a rewrite section, and a transfer section. If the pattern is found to match the workspaee, the operations specified in the rewrite section are performed on the workspace. Current and projected applications of TPL include document characterization and interactive systems. JOHN D. WOOLLEY, Bowling Green State Univ.--A measurement system, ~alled Menelaus, is described which aids in the design of a minimal, efficient extensible language.
Results are discussed of using this system to:
(i) determine an efficient core for the language Proteusl; (ii) study the effect of the structure of extensions on the efficiency of languages extended from Proteus.
Specifically the effect of the depth of nesting of new modes and productions in the language, the forcing of the semantics of extensions into syntax (where possible) and parsing with large production sets is discussed. ijames R. Bell, The Design of a Minimal Expandable Computer Language, PhD Dissertation, Stanford Univ., 1969.
